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Burke, Daniel E. *From Pastorals to Paterson: Ecology in the Poetry and Poetics of William Carlos Williams*. Diss. Marquette University, 2014. [abstract] Modernist poet William Carlos Williams died in 1962—a landmark year in the history of the modern environmentalist movement. He did not live to see contemporary culture come to the deeper appreciation of humanity's place in the world which we now know as ecology. This dissertation [argues] that supporting his entire oeuvre of poetry are philosophical and poetic underpinnings which resonate strongly with—and usefully anticipate—our modern understanding of the interpenetrative relationship between natural and culture, human and nonhuman.


Fuss identifies three voices within the elegy: the dying voice, the reviving voice, and the surviving voice. Includes a reading of Williams's "The Last Words of My English Grandmother."


Focuses on four major literary modernists: William Carlos Williams, Wyndham Lewis, Laura Riding and Wallace Stevens.


This dissertation makes a case that Cognitive Poetics research and methodologies are an important addition to comprehensive literary analyses of poetic texts. The hypothesis is that integrating an analysis of readers’ initial, pre-lexical responses to the sound and visual information in a poem can yield interesting and instructive data that adds to a full understanding of the text while instructing writers on possible avenues for their craft. The dissertation uses recent scientific research into how people read, comprehend and make meaning of texts to support this thesis. The first chapter explains the foundations of Cognitive Poetic reading approaches, including new neuroscience, physiology and psycholinguistics research on textual processing now available due to scientific advancements. Then, I address and rebut some critical arguments against Cognitive Poetics, including the problems inherent with reader-response criticism of all kinds as well as the challenges with humanities/science interdisciplinary research in general. In the second chapter, I enact a Cognitive Poetic-inclusive reading of a single text, William Carlos Williams' "The Attic Which Is Desire," [explaining] the methodology behind a Cognitive Poetics-inclusive reading, stressing both the first-person phenomenological nature of the reading and, consequently, the necessity of using Cognitive Poetics as only a single element in a multi-faceted reading approach. From there, I juxtapose the first-person phenomenological reading with traditional, scientific, linguistic and anecdotal responses to
the poem (as a whole and in parts) in order to offer a full case study of the poem's possibilities. http://search.proquest.com/docview/1560682864


Rainwater examines a tradition of physician-writers, including William Carlos Williams, Walker Percy, Oliver Sacks, and Richard Selzer.


[abstract] Most physician-writers have either been unsuccessful practitioners (e.g., Arthur Conan Doyle, John Keats, Anton Chekhov) or have given up clinical work as soon as they achieved a modicum of literary success. William Carlos Williams managed to weave medical and writing into a seamless whole for decades, although this was often difficult – especially during the Second World War, when he was in his 60s and many younger physicians had been called away for military service. Biographer Linda Wagner-Martin wrote that Williams “worked harder at being a writer than he did at being a physician,” yet he famously delivered more than 2,000 babies, made innumerable house calls to the working-class triple-decker “Bayonne boxes” of Northern New Jersey, and served for 17 years as Chief Pediatrician for the Passaic General Hospital.


[abstract] Framing the Sacred revisits the significance of ekphrasis, the verbal rendering of a visual representation, in modern and contemporary American poetics. Although a seemingly marginal strain of lyric poetry, ekphrasis is a literary crucible in which the problems of representation converge, catalyzing a unique process of enchantment and disenchantment. Through an examination of a number of twentieth- and twenty-first-century poems, I argue that this enchantment has bearing on how we envision the import of religion in twentieth- and twenty-first-century America and its literature. On account of its liminal status—a text that is "betwixt and between" the verbal and visual—ekphrasis does not need to meditate explicitly on spiritual, sacred, or religious objects to undermine and destabilize our definitions of such terms. Each chapter in Framing the Sacred examines the manifestation of a single
trope of containment—the figure of the frame, the genre of still life, the genre of the self-portrait, and the acts of collection and curation—and discovers the various ways the ekphrastic work of William Carlos Williams, Wallace Stevens, Marianne Moore, Elizabeth Bishop, Charles Wright, A.E. Stallings, and Jorie Graham constructs and deconstructs such tropes. The pattern that emerges from a number of dramatically different ekphrases reveals the generative value of loosening the frames through which we consider the sacred in the study of literature and the visual arts.


[abstract] The subject of this thesis is William Carlos Williams and the circle of writers around him in the 1930s. During this decade Williams was a key figure in the formation of an alternative left-wing American canon, and active in a group that included Nathanael West, Louis Zukofsky and Kenneth Burke. This thesis explores the political and aesthetic grounds on which that canon was constructed. The assumption that Williams was already a successful writer after "Spring and All" (1923) has often led to a disproportionate emphasis on his poetry and the ‘modernist’ aspects of his aesthetics. This thesis makes the case for the significance of Williams’ 1930s prose writings in the growth of the Proletarian Literature movement, and challenges the assumption that ‘Marxist’ literature of the 1930s was at odds with ‘modernist’ literature of the 1920s. I investigate the key concepts of Williams’ own aesthetic philosophy, ‘Objectivism,’ ‘Pragmatism,’ ‘Contact,’ and ‘Localism,’ and show how these concepts became politicized during the 1930s. By exploring the relationship between art and politics, and the ways in which Williams was radicalized by the Great Depression, this thesis attempts to expand critical notions of ‘radicalism’ to include a broader New Deal alliance between traditional democratic liberalism and Marxist economic determinism. Focusing on concepts of ‘Nativism’ and ‘Americanism,’ this thesis also charts America’s burgeoning cultural nationalism during the 1930s, and demonstrates how America’s founding values were challenged by political, economic and social upheaval in the wake of the Depression. By locating Williams’ desire for radical economic change within the context of the Jeffersonian movement, I demonstrate how a historical assessment of America’s past led Williams and the writers mentioned above to question America’s attitudes towards individualism, the redistribution of wealth, the forces of corruption and plutocracy, and the effectiveness of democracy to bring about social justice.


[abstract] William Carlos Williams is a pioneering poet of 20th-century American modernist poetry whose literary theories and practice have exerted a far-reaching influence on post-war American culture and society. His poetic art and attainments are much studied in literary terms, but little research has been done on his Chinese-English poetry translation and its resulting value. Based on William Carlos Williams' view on poetics, the present paper describes his art of translating classical Chinese poetry through the application, borrowing and innovation of Western or Chinese poetics, and clarifies the implications and significance of his strategies for the practice and criticism of literary translation.
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